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What are we covering today?

• About the PPM benchmark study

• Challenges faced today….both organizations and individuals

• State of project management maturity

• The value of best practice

• Business agility

• What else is included?

• A couple of concluding thoughts



Who are AXELOS?

• Founded in 2013

• Joint venture between Capita plc 

and The Cabinet Office 

• 2 Million Practitioners qualified 

across 180 countries

• Launched AXELOS Membership, 

PRINCE2 Agile & RESILIA in 2015

• Launched ITIL Practitioner in 2016

• Updated PRINCE2 in 2017



About the study

• Conducted in April and May 

this year

• Published in June

• Over 550+ responses

• Global study, the majority of 

responses came from Europe, 

North America, and Asia, 

across a wide range of 

organization sizes, from micro 

to very large

• Foundation for future reports



Who responded…
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Who responded…
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Average age: 44

Age* %

77% 21%



CHALLENGES 

FACED TODAY



Agreement with statements about the changing global 

economic climate, and its effect on business 
% top-2-box agree

The business environment has 

become more competitive

Budgets and timelines are tighter as 

stakeholders look for more value 

from projects

Evolutions in business practices and 

tech has meant that clients expect 

projects to deliver greater 

competitive advantage

It has made no difference
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Issues faced by PPM, in descending order of importance
(Derived values, from conjoint analysis)
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Teams are located across multiple…

Lack of innovation

There is a lack of effective tools

Administrative burden

Lack of skills and training

Project management does not have…

Inefficient work practices

Unrealistic budgets

Lacking the right people for the task

Poor communication

Changing project brief/ expectations

Over-ambitious timeframes



The demand for more for less…
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*Number of projects run in a year





“Things are not going to get 

easier, they’re only going to get 

faster”



PM MATURITY



“What best describes the maturity 

of your project management 

function?”



Project Management Maturity
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31
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A little disorganized, with no clear or consistent
processes in place

Some very basic processes in place, but no
monitoring or evaluation

Some established processes in place, but no
monitoring or evaluation

Established processes in place, with routine
monitoring and evaluation

Established processes in place, with ongoing
improvements and innovations introduced, based on

feedback from monitoring and evaluation And when we look at 
project failure…less 

mature organizations 
are… 

60%
more likely to 

experience project 
failure than mature ones



An example…How many of you regularly 

conduct end of project reviews?



An example…How many of you regularly 

conduct end of project reviews?

of respondents 

said they regularly 

conducted end of 

project reviews44% 



And the impact to their projects…

34
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52

Yes No

Whether issue led to project failure in past 12 months

 Conduct reviews most of time/ always

 Sometimes conductreviews

 Never/ rarely conduct reviews





BUSINESS 

AGILITY



The benefits of agile 



“Describe agile in your own 

words?”





The agile disconnect:
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The Value and Appetite for Agile
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> Helping to define agile as 

a community…and share across the 

organization

> Agile adoption which works 

for everyone…not us vs. them

> Move from “Can I use agile?” to 

“Where can I benefit from agile”



CLOSING 

THOUGHTS



What have I not covered?

• A coverage of popular project 

management methods and their 

relative adoption

• Learning and development, are you 

a pragmatist, reflector, theorist 

or activist?

• Appendix with breakdown by 

salary, age, role, industry etc.

• Get your FREE copy from the 

AXELOS booth



Final thoughts…
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